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1, СО-ОРЕЕ:н'1'701t WImii ц1'I?'Ei1 1�_.Тlvi:b _.Iui) SPг:CI:�LIZЕD t,GE1dCIЕS _zЅli ?'ЧEГN. DECISI(1Id5 

AF•ECT2NG ti4HO г S ACTIVITTiS: Iteгu 6.13 of the Ag:.nda (Oi ficial Records No. 83, 

resolution Fв21.R�0 and лnnex 17; Document А11/Ри"гВ/16) (continued) 

Dr ENGEL (Sweden) said that the document before the Comnittее showed the 

so cial importance иhic}n the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination attached to 

problems of urbanization. 

lis delegation agreed that the subject was Lost impгrtant and had first raised 

it at the Eighth World Health Assеmbly, rn ntioning, in particular, the excess 

mortality among male рopultion in lг.r ;e towns; excess mortality from cancer, 

especially cancer of the lung; the psycho- biological 'рects of urban life, stress 

and strains; and the problems arising fro,а air pollution. Since modern techno- 

logical developments were gradually causing the urbanization of increasingly 1 ̂ rge 

areas, in many countries, the health problems to which he had referred mere causing 

:acre and mare concern. tilthough it did not consider that urbanization iilfilled 

the criteria for, concerted action formulated in paragraph 7 of 'auncX I to its Report., 

the ::dministrc.tivе Committee on Co- ordination strongly supported "the continuation 

of joint seminars in which, for о:халрl., the United Nations, ILO, FAO, UNESCO and 

í71r0 participate, as well as co- ordinated field projects and over -all reports on this 

subject" (Economic and Social Council document Е /3108 Annex I, paragraph 17 - 

attached as document А11 /Р&В /16). 

What was the Director -General' s policy rеgardin th. health problems of 

urbanization to be and what action did he intend to take in the light of th. 

r4-coхmeпdаtioы of t1 ; lliitkd Natl лѕ Ecoi,omi o and Suei a1 ('o;iucil? 
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Dr AUJALEU (France) said that resolution EB21.H19, although politely phrased, 

might be construed as unreceptive to the invitation of the Economic and Social 

Council in its resolution 665 C (XXIV) on pro ramme appraisals for the period 1959 

1964. In the light of para raрh 21 of document kll /Р&В /16, his delegation felt 

that the request from the Economic and Social Council was not unreasonable in 

principle, nor would WHO lose orostiee by submitting to a certain amount of 

co- ordination. He therefore submitted the following draft resolution: 

"The Eleventh World Health .Ëssembly, 

"Having examined resolution EВ21.R19, adopted by the Executive Board at 
its twenty -first session, relating to the desire shown by the Economic and 
Social Council to establish a forecast of the scope and trend of programmes and 
expenditures of the United Nations and the specialized agencies during, the 
period 1959 -1964; 

"Believing that, although there cannot be any definite estimate of the 

cost of future programmes, all possible efforts should be made towards a 

general forecast of expenditure in connexion with the implementation of such 
programmes, 

"EXPRESSES the hope that the Director -General will be able to prepare such 

a forecast as a contribution towards the joint study referred to in resolution 
EB21.R19." 

Dr BЕ1\1 -АВUD (Morocco) said that it was very much in the interests of countries 

benefiting by the mюrk of specialized agencies that their representatives should be 

able to deal with their problems as a whole in order to harmonize their solutions 

rather than prepare separate pro rammсs which might not fit in with each other. 

Dr Du Pre LE ROUX (Union of South kfrica) associated himself with the views of 

the previous speakers and supported the draft resolution. 
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Isr BUXTON (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) said that his 

Њvеrnment had supported the initiative, of the Economic and Social Council on the 

rounds that. an attempt to forecast long-term programme trends would help to show 

the world how the programmes of the specialized agencies were expe cted to develop 

and would provide the specialized agencies themselves with a picture which would 

enable thQm to achieve maximum efficiency. - 

He did not consider that resolution EB21.R19 was.a polite indication of 

non -compliance. The first operative paragraph was in compliance with the resolu- 

tion of the Economic and Social Council and the second requested the Director - 

General to proceed on those lines. 

The Executive Board had made it clear that тьΡн0 would not be able to say anything 

about the cost of future programmes - a view with which his Government fully agreed. 

•o 
However, it considered that a forecast, in broad outline, might be possible and 

should be attempted. It was the practice in planning programmas, both at the 

national and international level, to bear some tentative estimates in mind, and it 

was those which the Economic and Soсiаl Council wished to receive. He hoped that 

the Organization would do all it could to provide such estimates` and so comply with 

Economic and Social Council resolution .66 C (XXIV), 

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL noted some doubt prevailing in the Соlmittее on the 

nature of the question before it. 

Resolution EB21.R19, and particul<:xly the third oper<a.tive paragraph, should be 

read with paragraphs 3, 14, 5 and 6 of resolution 665 C (XXIV) of the economic and 

Social Council (document 111 /Р &D /16, annex , pa ges 2 and 3), with special attention 

to the chronological order of meetings. The outcome of the discussions in the 

- dministrative Committee on Co- ordination was recorded in Д�nnex II, section II, 

"hpnroach to the Question by the ACC ", which was that Committee's r 7)ort to the 

Economic and Social Council, or th, G„ }- 
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Тh. dre ft r< solution nropos d by the deledat.e of : rance and sure ort..d th. 

d..1'. ..tes of th, Jnion of South �frica and the Unite(' (in- dom of Great brit.ain 

-end !Iorthern Ireland deserved vary clear discussion. Тh x. cutivс board had not 

Њcluded гогес sts of costs in its гaСО;нј ndation but had merely dclaren its 

intention of rеconsid;rin. the entire question of appraisals aft�_.r th forthсошin 

sessions of the ..dыinistr•-tive Coт шјttee on Co- ordination and the Economic and 

Social Council. 

.`.s the draft resolution before the meeti_nd expressed the hope that the 

Uirector-Gcneral would be able to produce forecasts of costs, it tires necess:.ry to 

,ivе further details of the discussions in the administrative Committee on 

o- ordination. 

Thy executive heads of the specialized aLancies had made it abundantly сle 'х 

-firing' those discussions that it would be imрossibl e to provide forecasts of costs 

dthout further guidance from the Economic and Social Council. Doubts h'.d b:en 

xpresscd 'hether it was constitutionally possible to submit the budget of an 

iе:ncy for discussion in the Economic and Social Council. lh_; International Labour 

)rdan_iza.ti_оn, as a tripartite or ani._zation, had been particularly firm on that 

:oint. On behalf of WHO he, in his turn, had suLL.ested that although ? "110 шi. ht U: 

able to provide estimates for certain parts of its programme, it mould almost 

.ertгinly be unable to do so for its nro�n•аггтда as _: whоL.. It would, of cоиr�, 

be easy to provide a forecast by extrapolating; the trends of the past five years, 

;.ut that was probably not what was required. ._lain, th_ executive heads of the 

encie. s foresaw ztid_th concern that an attempt to provide a five -уe гr budgetary 

1 oree .st might lead to an unwelcome rivalry between o ncie s on th.. size of th. it 

1.udgеts; that would be harmful to th.. hеrrrony and to the coordination of . ct..iviti 

• mong members of the United Nations family. 
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In short, the Organization was facing a new step forward in the consolidation, 

under the aegis of the United Nations, of the budgets of the various specialized 

agencies. That was the point to bear in mind during the discussion. The Board 

had felt that more light was likely to be shed on the subject at the twenty -sixth 

session of the Ebohomié Rid.Sóci»l Coúribi1 and�so hдd decided to returns to the"m&tter 

after that time. 

At the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination, the representative of the 

Secretary -General of the United Nations had been of the opinion that it would not 

be possible to obtain advance information on the size of the budget of the United 

Nations, although, of course, the Secretary -General could not challenge the position 

of one of his governing bodies. The executive heads of the agencies, however, were 

under no such obligation to the Economic and Social Council. They had doubted and 

had been obliged to put them on record. His opinion was that it was at least pre- 

mature to come to a decision or express the hope that an attempt at such an appraisal 

should be made. 

Dr AL -WAHBI (Iraq), recalling the difficulty of producing estimates for in- 

dividual projects, even after careful study by specialists, doubted whether it 

would be feasible to undertake such a study of the entire budget. He therefore 

disagreed with the delegate of France. Many members of the Committee were 

acquainted with the Board's thoroughness in such matters and as it was the Board's 

considered opinion that it should not be dealt with at the pres.snt stage, he moved 

the adoption of the following draft resolution: 
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"The Eleventh World Health Assembly 

Having consdered the reports of the Executive Board1 and the 
Director -General on co- ordination with the United Nations and special- 
ized agencies and their decisions affecting the activities of the World 
Health Organization, and in particular with reference to ЕСОSOС resolu- 
tion 665 C (XXIV): 

1. NOTES the report of the Director -General; and 

2. ENDORSES the conclusions of the Executive Board as expressed in 
resolution ЕВ21.R19 .relating to ECOSOC resolution 665 C (XXIV)." 

Dr TEWARI (India), in the light of the Director -Geheral's remarks, doubted 

the wisdom of taking a resolution on a subject on which the last word had not been 

said. 

He felt that, in the case of the Economic and Social Council resolution, the 

conditions attached and the manner indicated were not such as to produce the re- 

quired result. 

Again, though there was much to be said for uniformity and co- ordination of 

approach, that should be related to practicability and suitability and any temptation 

to place the emphasis on falling into line should be resisted. 

For his part, he felt that the nature of WHOts work was not such as lent it- 

self to the proposed procedure. There were so many social and political imponder- 

ables as well as unknown developments in health, that an appraisal was unlikely to 

elicit information commensurate in value with the time, money and labour involved. 

For those reasons he considered that an activity of the type proposed would 

serve no uвeful purpose, 

1 

Off. Rec. W1d Н'1th Org. 83, Annex !' 

2 

3 

Document а11/У&В/16 

^ff• ес, '!1Е ulth rg. д3, 11-12• 
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Dr EVANG (Norway) said that, in view of the constitutional difficulties 

involved in obtaining information of that kind on the national level from govern - 

ment departments, he could not imagine how the Organization could be expected to 

commit itself in advance. 

From the technical point of view, he agreed with the delegate of India that 

health work did not lend itself to appraisal in advance. 

While his Government favoured co- ordination to avoid overlapping; to avoid 

the proliferation of international bureaucracy and to enable each specialized 

agency to concentrate all its powers on positive action, in its own way; he 

seconded the motion of the delegate of Iraq, which was as far as the Organization 

could go, at present, and did comply with the intentions of the Economic and 

Social Council. 

Dr SHOIВ (United Arab Republic), said that after mature consideration, his 

Government had come to the. same conclusion as those of Iraq, India and Norway. 

Dr ВOULOS (Haiti) said that a five -year forecast of budgetary trends would 

paralyse not only the advisory services but also the governments of the various 

countries. The need for flexibility was evident in that the programme had to 

be reviewed and modified, sometimes considerably, every year. That flexibility 

had to be preserved; he therefore supported the Iraqi draft resolution. 

Dr PRINCIPE (Venezuela) also supported the Iraqi resolution. 

и 
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Miss LUNSINGH NEYER (Netherlands) said that her delegation had already eкprossed 

its approval of the suggestion contained in Economic and Social Council resolution 

665с (ххIц) and so it also welcomed resolution EB21.R19, in which the importance of 

the proposed appraisal was recognized. The latter resolution did not cover all 

points requiring co- ordination and for that reason her delegation supported the 

French motion. 

Difficulties would of course arise, but as budgetary appraisal was a part of all 

,dlanning, there was no reason why they should not be overcome. The existence of a 

five -year plan for WHO's main activities need not necessarily lead to рro :Тamme 

rigidity. 

Dr ALLARIA (Argentina) said that, although the French motion was -lаde in the 

interests of co- operation and co- ordination, both of which were most important tc 

the ; ace of the world, resolution EB21.R19 if road with the Director-General's r- 

port on the implementation of resolution 665C (XXIV) of the Economic and Social 

Council Official Records No, 83, Annex 9 was in no way incompatible with or oргosеO 

to co- operation and co- ordination. That being so, he would support th recoпme:nda- 

tion of the Board and of the delegate of Iraq. 

Dr ABU SH,'ММР (Sudan) said, in reply to the delegate of the Netherlands, that 

it was not too difficult for governments to maintain flexibility in their five -year 

plans, because they were controlled by a single body. That would probably not be 

the case, at the international level, where plans were controlled jointly by larc( 

number of .Member States. 

For that reason, and for the reasons the Director- Gener-:1 аnс. tip_r •.�e.1е аt':s 

nad :e ntioned, he would support the Iraqi motion. 
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Dr AUJALEU (France) said that his draft resolution was not intended to detract 

from or Ru�ereade resolution EB21.R19, which would still stand, but only to provide 

a clearer declaration of WHO's intentions in the matter. 

Decision: The draft resolution proposed by the delegate of France was 
rejected by 26 votes to 18, with 4 abstentions. 

Decision: The draft resolution proposed by the delegate of Iraq was 
adopted by 46 votes -to none, with 11 abstentions. 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director- ,General, Department of Advisory Services, in reply 

to a question raised earlier by the delegate of Sweden, stated that WHO was partici- 

pating in inter -agency meetings concerned with long -term organizational problems and 

problems connected with the growth of towns as a result of the influx: of population 

from other areas or the development of industries. The Organization would continue 

to participate in such inter- agency meetings held under the aëgis of the Administra- 

tive Committee on Co- ordination, and would also take part in a joint seminar which 

was being organized in Latin America. 

2. PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY (TrEM. ИЮРОЅЕD BY THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST 
REPUBLICS)s Item 6.10 of the Agenda (Documents АЫ /Р&B /2 Rev.1, Aц /Р&B /7 and 
A11 /Р&B /23. 

The CHAIRMAN invited the USSR delegation to introduce item 6.10 of the agenda. 

Professor KROTKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) stated that, as a result 

of the extensive development of radio-chemical industrial enterprises, the con - 

struction of atomic reactors and the utilization of radioisotopes in various 

branches of science and technology, industry, agriculture and medicine, the number 

of persons exposed to risks from ionizing radiation was constantly increasing. 
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At the same time, there was evidence of increased radioactive environmental 

contamination, as a result of which chronic small- dosage radiation was spreading to 

large sections of populations. A perceptible local and general change in the 

natural background radiation was observable in all countries* 

Local radioactive contamination of the air, water and soil, and consequently 

of fodder and crops, occurred only where the requisite safeguards against radiation 

were crudely violated and sanitary control was lacking. The danger could be rеmoтed 

by strict control measures and the corresponding sanitary legislation. 

That, unfortunately, could not be said of radioactive contamination of an 

inhabited environment as a result of the testing of atomic weapons. Radioactive 

fallout in that case was a source of radiation for the whole population óf the world. 

It was true that radioactive waste might be one of the sources from which small 

doses of radiation derived; there was an increase in the level of such radiation, 

largely as a result of the use of long -lived radioisotopes which were a source of 

gamma radiations. From the health point of view, however, that was less important 

than the penetration of strontium 90 into the human organism as a result of radio- 

active fall -out. 

A second scientific conference on the peaceful uses of atomic energy was to be 

held in Geneva in September 1958, at which a number of questions directly related to 

public health problems would be discussed. Amongst the many problems of medical 

radiology, the most topical was that of preventing further radioactive contamination 

of the environment, and of soil, water and foodstuffs. 

In that connexion, particular importance was attached to the correct solution 

of the complicated problem of disposing of radioactive waste. The real danger of the 
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inclusion in the biological cycle of long -lived isotopes called net only for the 

technical, but also the hygienic reg 'ulation of all processes for the disposal of 

radioactive waste and for rendering it harmless. 

The report cf the Preparatory Commission cf the International лtоinјс Energy 

Agency indicated that it would be responsible for the study of problems connected 

with the disposal of radioactive waste in the sea and in the soil, as well as the 

disposal of liquid and gaseous radioactive products in the atmosphere and water- 

courses. That did not mean, however, that 1mí0 should hold aloof from participating 

in the study of those problems in so far as they were concerned with preserving 

the health cf populations. Admittedly, the number of countries directly concerned 

was relatively small, but the construction of reactors, erection of power plants 

utilizing atomic energy, and the development of radio -chemical industry in many 

countries, pointed to the need for international health regulations governing the 

disposal of radioactive waste and methods of rendering it harmless. There must be 

strict control by the public health authorities also. 

The Organization should take the initiative in organizing systematic research 

into the accumulation cf radioactive substances in the air and in the water, in the 

soil and in foodstuffs of vegetable and animal origin. Such research should be 

organized on the basis of a plan recommended by Y11O, using a single uniform 

technique. In that connexion, the Soviet Union delegation suggested that contact 

should be established with th© United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects 

of Atomic Radiation and with the Jnternational Atomic Energy Agency. 
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Evon c.t tho first Gоnovu cеnfurйncо, the quеstien J' the influenco of amall 

.1' ionizing radiation cn the health of populatiuns and, in particular, on 

rLeredity, had come sharply to the fore. The problem of somatic effects and, more 

particularly, the genetic influence of small doses of ionizing radiation on human 

beings merited special attention. HO had taken the first serious step by convening 

a group cf outstanding scientists-to study the effects of radiation on human 

heredity. Their report, published in Geneva in 1957, and entitled "The Effects of 

Radiation cn Human Heredity', represented a serious scientific contribution. The 

work so successfully begun on WHO ínitiativu should be continued internationally 

and on a broader scale. 

There were certain indications that the radiation might be having an аdvuree 

effect on the average length of human life. Sc far, that problem had been little 

studied. There might, for example, be deposits of strontium certain 

which provoked radioactive effects on the tissues. The problem n. eded study both 

nationally and internationally. 

In the matter of.health.regulations, the question еf`the maximum permissible 

concentration of radioactive substances in the air, in water and in foodstuffs 

could not be yet considered finally settles:. Tables had been drawn up in various 

countries of permissible concentrations of radioactive substances in relation 

primarily to persons exposed to the- effects of radioactive aerosols under industrial 

conditions. It was now necessary to determine scientifically and regulate the 

maximum permissible level of radioactive substances in regard to the general 

populati on. 
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'lhe knowledge and experience acquired by medical services regarding the 

large number of persons occupationally exposed to radiation indicated the need 

for a reconsideration of standards with a view to a considerable reduction of 

the permissible dose of external radiation, taking into due account the long- 

term internal effects on the organism. The questions of health standards and 

security measures were interconnected. Health standards should be the basis for 

preventive measures designed to ensure collective protection. The solution of 

the various problems involved in protecting those working in scientific and 

technical establishments and the population as a whole called for co- ordinated 

international measures - work which the Soviet Union delegation urged the Assembly 

to undertake. 

While noting with great satisfaction the work done by the Executive Board 

and the Director -General in the training of health personnel, in helping 

countries with their national programmes, in co- ordinating international efforts 

to protect present and future generations against the harmful effects of radia- 

tion, and approving and supporting the measures contemplated by the Director - 

General, the Soviet Union delegation proposed that the World Health Assembly 

should recommend that the Executive Board of WHO and its Director -General draft 

a long -term plan of public health measures in connexion with the greatly increas- 

ing use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes. 

In the drafting of the long -term plan it would be desirable to give a 

special place to the study of the following questions: 

(a) the genetic effects of small doses of radiation on present and 

future generations; 

(b) the scientific determination of permissib e doses of radiation 

for the population; 
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(c) the study of the somatic and genetic consequences of the use 

of roentgen methods (for curative and diagnostic purposes) with a 

view to the standardization of those methods at the international 

level; 

(d) the compilation and preparation of the necessary data for the 

health regulation of all questions connected with the disposal and 

the rendering harmless of radioactive waste in order to ensure the 

protection from radiation of urban and rural populations; 

(e) the devising of standard methods for the radiochemical analysis 

of air, water, soil and foodstuffs for the laboratory determination 

of the accumulation of radioactive substances in the environment. 

The very successful participation of the World Health Organization in the 

first Geneva conference on the peaceful uses of atomic energy gave grounds for 

proposing that the Director -General of WHO should submit to the second scientific 

and technical conference at Geneva a report on the public health problems involved 

in the peaceful use of atomic energy. It was the view of the Soviet Union dele -. 

gation that that report should deal with the most important questions of radia- 

tion protection which called for legislative measures, namely: 

(a) maximum permissible doses of occupational irradiation in the 

light of the latest scientific information; 

(b) scientifically based proposals for establishing the limits of 

permissible irradiation for the population; 

(c) the review of permissible concentrations of radioactive sub- 

stances in the air, in water and in foodstuffs. 

The vital importance for health of the systematic observation of increases 

in the natural background radiation in all countries made it urgently necessary 
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to work out а single plan of research and standard methods of study of that im- 

portant problem. WHO should take the initiative in drawing up such a plan of 

study and should, for that purpose, invite the participation of the United Nations 

Scientific Cоmmitteе on the Effects of Atomic Radiation and of the International 

Atomic Energy Agency. 

The Soviet Union delegation accordingly wished to propose the draft resolu- 

tion set out in document А11 /P&B /2, Rev.1, which was now jointly sponsored by the 

Governments of Albania, Australia, В lgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Cuba, 

Czechoslovakia, Federal Republic of Germany, France, India, Italy, Japan, Nether- 

lands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Switzerland, United Arab Republic, 

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of 

America. 

Dr ANDERSON (United States of America) said his delegation was pleased to 

join in sponsoring the resolution just proposed, which drew attention to existing 

atomic energy activities of WHO and rapidly developing additional responsibilities. 

Some four years previously, the World Health Assembly, the Executive Board 

and the Director -General had clearly recognized that WHO, as the international 

health agency concerned, had important responsibilities in regard to the health 

aspects of the peaceful uses of atomic energy. WHO had accordingly organized a 

programme involving professional training, technical assistance and education. 

At successive Assemblies the United,States delegation had pledged its 

enthusiastic support for those programmes. As it had stated in Geneva in 1957, 

the Organization's close links through its regional bodies with the responsible 

health authorities throughout the world placed it in a pre to 

disseminate information on the health, aspects of the development of atomic energy, 
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while affiliations with non -governmental organizations brought it into direct con- 

tact with physicians, sanitary engineers and other health groups. 

The provisions relating to collabdration bеtиΡteen_.Wf1O and the International 

Atomic Energy Agency were a particularly valuable feature of the draft resolution; 

a committee of the Executive Board could be most helpful to the Director -General 

in advising on negotiations with the Agency. 

The resolution was further evidence of the dynamic nature of WHO, which was 

providing leadership and technical services to cope with the new problems; the 

Organization was providing internationally the same sort of vision which people 

expected of their national health administrations. The United States delegation 

was glad to be among the sponsors of the resolution and urged its adoption. 

Mr BUXTON (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) believed 

that two main points required consideration in regard to atomic energy: firstly, 

• 
WHO measures to study the peace -time hazards of atomic energy, and secondly, 

co- ordination with other international agencies concerned with it. 

The development of nuclear power in many countries had led national adminis- 

trations to consider measures necessary to safeguard personnel and the general 

public. Those matters were receiving urgent attention in his own country and 

reports had been made by the Medical Research Council and by a special committee 

under the chairmanship of Sir Alexander Fleck, The Medical Research Council 

believed that one of the main hazards to health arose from the extensive use of 

ionizing radiations in diagnostic radiology, and that fall -out from explosions was 

of much less significance. 

Radiation received by individuals could come from a variety of sources and 

attention should be directed to those which were of major importance. A committee 
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under the chairmanship of Lord Adrian was considering the somatic and genetic 

effects of various forms of diagnostic radiology and radiotherapy. Data collected 

from hospitals and other sources would be of use in evaluating risks and devising 

protective measures. 

The development of nuclear power and the increased use of radioisotopes in 

industrial and medical undertakings added another exposure hazard. In assessing 

potential somatic and genetic effects, the amounts of radiation received by persons 

so exposed had to be measured and recorded. 

The problem had many facets and needed comprehensive treatment. The draft 

resolution, while mentioning certain specific questions for study, left the 

Director- General free to make a general review of the whole problem - a proposal 

his delegation supported. 

On the second point, of co- ordination with other international agencies, it 

was obvious that there was a serious danger of overlapping unless the respective 

responsibilities of WHO and the International Atomic Energy Agency were defined 

as far as possible. If the Agency was to deal with certain medical or health 

aspects of the uses of atomic energy - and the remarks of the representative of 

the Agency at a previous meeting seemed to indicate that it would - there was an 

obvious need for the closest co- ordination. 

His delegation believed that the draft resolution would ensure that attention 

was devoted to the two important problems he had referred to and would accordingly 

support it. 

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL said he would like some further clarification about the 

proposed resolution, as it would obviously be very important in providing guidance 

to him. From what had been said by the last speaker, he understood that the draft 

resolution implied no fundamental changes from what had been set out by the Ninth 

World Health Assembly in resolution W1A9.51�. 
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He felt that the wording of paragraph L of the operative part of the draft 

resolution might give rise to some difficulty, as it crystallized something which 

should preferably be discussed in negotiating WHO's agreement with the International 

Atomic Energy Agency. The application of radioisotopes in medicine was obviously 

a matter of the utmost importance to WHO, and the proposed wording, if adopted, 

might make it difficult to define the respective responsibilities in that regard 

of WHO and the Agency. 

The CНAIRиАN asked if the proposer of the resolution wished to reply to the 

points raised by the Director -General. 

Professor KROTKOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought that the 

draft resolution, proposed by his delegation and supported by many others, gave a 

clear idea of the tasks which WHO had to dual with in regard to the various public 

health problems which arase in connexion with the development of atomic energy for 

peaceful purposes. 

Professor С!NAPERIА (Italy), in view of the difficulty in defining congenital 

defects, suggested that sub- paragraph (b) of paragraph 1 of the operative part of 

the draft resolution should be altered to read: "(b) methods for the notification 

to public health administrations of congenital defects which could be due . 

he also suggested that paragraphs (b) and (c) be then interchanged. 

", 

The CHAIRMAN asked that the amendment just suggested be submitted in writing. 

The meeting rose at 5.00 p.m. 


